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make a bootable optical disc with the firmware, then restart your mac. if you still have the same issue with the 840 evo after you restart your mac, you can get the full details from this article including a screenshot of the error i got when i tried to boot the computer. i tried to install this firmware update with a usb optical disc and it was still pretty slow. i think this was due to
the latency of the drive and not because the update wasnt complete. however, the software will warn you if it notices that the firmware update is incomplete. when i was testing, it said i needed four firmware updates. however, it took another five minutes after that to boot and then my computer wouldnt boot. i had to force reboot it until it worked. the samsung tool started
updating the firmware of my 840 evo and it was very slow. i left it alone to update the firmware for an hour or so and when i finally checked it, the update was only about 10 percent complete. i let it update the firmware, but i noticed that it said it needed another two firmware updates. i am wondering if this is why my computer isnt booting sometimes. i have to force reboot
it until it finishes the firmware update. since the firmware update is still in progress, i need to reboot my mac, otherwise i wont be able to update this ssd since it needs to be connected to the computer via usb. however, if the 840 evo firmware update completed properly, it should just work when i restart my computer. thats all the hard stuff out of the way. now we can just
ask the os x (and maybe freedos/winpe) question: 1) how do i make a bootable usb drive that will load freedos? its okay if its not the fastest way. its not as if we are going to use a bootable usb drive to update firmware on a dozen or more hundred of these drives. by the time you get a few hundred of these drives ready to update, we will hopefully be ready to say "no more

downloading firmware files". 2) windows pe isnt os x-based. how do we make a bootable usb drive that will load it? does the usb downloader that you mentioned above even support it? or do we need a special bootable drive of some sort?
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this software is provided by intel corporation ''as is'' and any express or implied warranties are disclaimed, including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. the bootable update
is formatted as one 1gb flash drive and can be installed over an old hard drive installation. these instructions were written assuming the software was installed on an external usb drive. hello, got that toolkit here are reall ready in use,

or so it seems. it appears that when i run the opt tool (sfc /scannow) it resets the 860 review to the factory state. i am able to use the toolkit to repair certain defects but it fails when it tries to find copy protection. do i need to run a tool
to "fully remove" the copy protection or can the tool kit be used to repair it? notebook, speed stick gf620 evo, original warranty expired 4/12/12. thank you for sharing your tools. i had a bad 840 evo that wouldn't respond to a hard

reset. trying to install new ssd, but the hd light blinks and doesn't stop. just spinning. i found this tool and used it to wipe the drive first and then tried to install the new ssd. the drive runs fine now. you have to install the usb driver and
install it. the steps that you have to do on your macbook computer are the following: install the usb driver. click on your hard drive icon click on the finder tab expand disk. this command should work in the terminal. your issue is

probably because of an incomplete installation on your mac. this tool is specifically developed to identify and repair the issues on the ssd. if the error persists, try the reinstall ssd tool under utilities. 5ec8ef588b
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